Summer has arrived in Northern Europe and we’ve enjoyed weeks of sunny and warm weather in Sweden this last month! Let’s hope this beautiful weather lasts us throughout the summer so that we can come back in fall full of energy and new creativity in our efforts to bring you the very best. Still a busy time for the Aviation unit though, with a very interesting IN FOCUS coming up as well as new releases and exciting news. Follow us on the Aviation Forum to stay in the loop!

AviPLAN 2.1  |  TAKING PRODUCTIVITY TO A NEW LEVEL

We are proud to present the latest AviPLAN release - 2.1! With each new upgrade numerous improvements are offered as well as an update of the library with aircraft, vehicle, and boarding bridges. The AviPLAN 2.1 technology is also compatible with the latest AutoCAD platforms.

“What I appreciate in particular in AviPLAN 2.1 is the complete new Service Editor command”, says Ben van Leest, VP at Transoft Solutions Aviation. Mr. Van Leest continues, “it is offered in all AviPLAN products so all users benefit from it, whether they use the entry level AviPLAN Turn or the extensive AviPLAN Airside Pro product. The command provides the flexibility to configure the vehicle arrangement around the airplane during the servicing process. It is easy to replace, add, or remove vehicles in the standard configuration but it also allows repositioning, even for more complex vehicle types such as the baggage train. The tailored service arrangement can be stored and selected when required.”

Users in Europe will be pleased with the introduction of the recently introduced EASA regulations. Since many airports rely on AviPLAN to document their compliance it is always a high priority to adopt changes in the regulations as quickly as possible.

Current AviPLAN user? Please feel free to submit suggestions, comments and other feedback concerning our products and services to infoAviation@transoftsolutions.com. The future development of AviPLAN is very much a collaboration and we always appreciate hearing from our software users.
Transoft Solutions Completes Acquisition of Airtopsoft
Advanced airspace and airport modeling software added to Transoft’s growing portfolio of aviation solutions.

PRESS RELEASE | AIRTOPSOFT ACQUISITION
4 June 2018 - Richmond, Canada

Airtopsoft was founded in 2006 when it first launched its flagship software, AirTOp. The Brussels-based company has since positioned itself as developers of advanced simulation solutions for decision making and analysis for airport, air traffic control and airspace professionals. Airtopsoft has customers around the world and lists airports, air navigation service providers, research labs, service companies, aircraft manufacturers and airlines among its clients.

“This acquisition is consistent with our vision to empower engineers and planners with the very best transportation engineering software” says Milton Carrasco, President and CEO of Transoft Solutions.

“Airtopsoft’s solutions not only expand Transoft's aviation product offering into airspace planning and operations, but also bring innovative technologies that can be used to enhance its other products. Additionally, and most importantly, this acquisition aligns strongly with our objective to provide our customers, consisting of highly discerning engineers, researchers, and transportation professionals, with new innovative and specialized aviation solutions – and in turn fits with our corporate vision. It gives me a great pleasure to welcome Thierry Salvant, Airtopsoft’s founder and Managing Director, and his colleagues to the Transoft family!”

Visit www.airtopsoft.com to learn more!

ANNOUNCEMENT

Transoft Solutions Completes Acquisition of Airtopsoft
Advanced airspace and airport modeling software added to Transoft’s growing portfolio of aviation solutions

“The technology in the AirTOp product range is very advanced and is a solid platform for exciting new developments in airspace and airport fast-time simulation. I’m delighted that Thierry and his team will be part of our ambition to help the aviation industry optimize critical infrastructure and systems.”

Ben van Leest, VP Aviation at Transoft Solutions

“We're very happy to join forces with Transoft and become part of a much larger organization. The operational synergies we stand to gain from this transaction will pay immediate dividends by allowing us to to intensify our focus on research and development, and that means even better solutions in the near future.”

Thierry Salvant, Founder and Managing Director Airtopsoft
“After successfully launching AviPLAN 2.1 and ArcPORT 2.1 in the past month, we have turned our attention to the next versions of all our aviation products. The first of these to be released will be SkySAFE 1.1.1, with a number of highly requested features including a new CAD ribbon interface and clearer marking of obstacles that intersect limitation surfaces.”

James Renner, Product Strategy Manager

IN FOCUS | LIVE WEBINAR
Accommodate larger aircraft at existing airport infrastructure

Join us as we welcome our guest speaker Gaël Le Bris, C.M, Senior Aviation Planner with WSP USA.

ArcPORT | ENABLING INFORMED DECISIONS
Comprehensive airport management and planning simulation

Let’s take a closer look at ArcPORT Airside, one of the three modules available in ArcPORT. All three modules are fully interconnected, but can be used separately if needed.

ArcPORT’s purpose is to evaluate airport processes from start to end and the impact each of those processes have on each other, which in turn will lead to you being able to move forward with confidence and make an informed decision about changes before they are implemented.

With ArcPORT Airside these functions are focused on the wide range of processes that occur in the airfield and part of the airspace, for example, terminal interfaces, apron management, delays, de-icing and much more.

It allows you to evaluate the impact of different stand allocations, how different inbound and outbound routes affect your facility, different alternatives for tow off operations and the impact of different SID allocations will have on the runway throughput.
The Transoft Solution's family is growing with new offices, partners and users all over the world.
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

TRAININGS

AviPLAN Public Training
25-27 July
LAS VEGAS, USA

Learn More>>

AviPLAN Public Training
10-14 September
LONDON, UK

Learn More>>

EVENTS

ACI World/Europe Brussels
18-20 June
Brussel, Belgium
Booth: 30

Learn More>>

Inter Airport China 2018
5-7 September
Beijing, China
Booth: 130

Learn More>>

WEBINARS

IN FOCUS - Gate Management
19 June APAC
18 June EMEA
18 June Americas

Learn More>>

Product Presentation
SkySAFE 1.1.1
Coming Soon!

Watch This Space >>

Locate your regional office

Connect with Transoft users - around the globe

Find Out More >>

The Transoft Solution's family is growing with new offices, partners and users all over the world.
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